
General Terms and Conditions for Contributing to the Basketball Community: 

• Only customers of the loyalty program “My Alexela” who have a Home Card can make regular 
contributions. 

• You can subscribe to the regular contributions through Alexela’s self-service environment or 
Alexela app. 

• If you choose regular contributions (1-5 cents per liter), your basic fuel discount will be reduced 
by the selected contribution for each litre of fuel. For example, if your basic discount is 5 cents 
per litre of fuel and you choose to contribute 2 cents per litre to the basketball community, 
then your basic discount will be 3 cents per liter, and 2 cents from each litre of fuel consumed 
by you will go as a contribution to the Estonian Basketball Association.  

• In order to contribute, you must always register your Home Card when refuelling or identify 
yourself with an ID card or pay for fuel through the Alexela app, so that your contribution goes 
to the basketball community and is shown in your personal statistics that you can see in 
Alexela’s self-service environment or in the app. 

• It is also possible to choose a 0 contribution, in which case you do not use your fuel discount, 
but by consuming various products and services offered by Alexela, you make an indirect 
contribution allowing Alexela to support the Estonian Basketball Association.  

• The currency for the contributions is euro. 
• Contributions can be stopped at any time by contacting our customer service at 

alexela@alexela.ee or by calling +372 629 0000. 
• It is not possible to get back the contributed amount when you leave the basketball 

community. 
• Every cent contributed goes solely and exclusively to the Estonian Basketball Association. 
• Alexela informs you at least once a quarter via e-mail about information about the basketball 

community. 

Privacy 

1. All one-time donations made through the donation environment go through the internet bank, so 
the data collected in the donation environment can be treated as customer data. Customer data is 
any information that the bank knows about its customers, including personal data (name, personal 
identification number, contact details) 

2. Customer data is processed securely; necessary and appropriate technical and organizational security 
measures are used to ensure security.  

3. If you have not given a direct marketing consent, we will only provide you with the information that 
is related to the community program (such as how big has been your contribution to the activities of 
the Estonian Basketball Association) or that is required by the applicable law.   

4. Alexela complies with the current Estonian and EU legislation on the processing of personal data; 
more information about your rights regarding processing of personal data is available here.  
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